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The political corruption is not the major reason of the decline of the Ming 
Dynasty Innbut the growing demand of postal delivery and the insufficient supplyi. 
The basic postal delivery system of early Ming Dynasty meets the political and 
economic needs in the beginning, but couldn’t keep up with the political and 
economic development in the late Ming Dynasty. The principle of "non-military 
matters are not allowed to re-state relay" no longer met the social development in the 
late Ming. Logistical support of the local inn hindered the upgrading of the national 
postal delivery, even result in shrinking the size of postal delivery. On the one hand, 
exchanges of goods, information and personnel are more frequent. On the other hand, 
the system of delivery and transport were continually cut down and merge urgent 
delivery shop, which inevitably led to postal delivery system. The increasingly high 
demand and shrinking supply of postal delivery capacity of the conflict intensified. 
The impact of this contradiction deepened the Ming political corruption, reduced the 
efficiency of the government, intensified social conflicts, and resulted of Ming 
peasant uprising. 
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